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Abstract
The electrocardiogram (ECG) provides useful global temporal assessment
of the cardiac activity, but has limited spatial capabilities. The Laplacian
electrocardiogram (LECG), an improvement over the ECG, provides high
spatiotemporal distributed information about cardiac electrical activation. We
designed and developed LECG tripolar concentric ring electrode active sensors
based on the finite element algorithm ‘nine-point method’ (NPM). The active
sensors were used in an array of 6 by 12 (72) locations to record bipolar and
tripolar LECG from the body surface over the anterolateral chest. Compared
to bipolar LECG, tripolar LECG showed significantly higher spatial selectivity
which may be helpful in inferring information about cardiac activations detected
on the body surface. In this study the moment of activation (MOA), an
indicator of a depolarization wave passing below the active sensors, was used to
surmise possible timing information of the cardiac electrical activation below
the active sensors’ recording sites. The MOA on the body surface was used to
generate isochronal maps that may some day be used by clinicians in diagnosing
arrhythmias and assessing the efficacy of therapies.

Keywords: Laplacian electrocardiogram (LECG), tripolar concentric ring
electrode (TCE), nine-point method (NPM), spatial selectivity, active sensor

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Non-invasive evaluation of cardiac electrical activation is currently of interest in clinical
applications for its effectiveness and timeliness. Body surface Laplacian mapping (BSLM)
has been shown to be an alternative to BSPM with a better spatial resolution and enhanced
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capability of localization by using the estimated Laplacian of body surface potentials to create
maps (Oostendorp and Oosterom 1996, He and Cohen 1991, 1992, 1995, He and Wu 1999,
Umetani et al 1998, Wu et al 1998, 1999, He 1998, Ono et al 1997, Lian et al 2002a, 2002b,
Li et al 2002, 2003, He et al 2002, Besio and Tarjan 2002a, 2002b, Besio et al 2001, Besio
2001). The Laplacian is the second spatial derivative of the potentials on the body surface
which reduces the smoothing effect of the torso volume conduction and provides more details
in localizing and differentiating multiple concurrent dipole sources (He and Cohen 1992).
The surface Laplacian can also be interpreted as an equivalent current density (He and Cohen
1992, 1995). Several studies (Umetani et al 1998, He and Wu 1999, Wu et al 1999, He et al
2002, Lian et al 2002b, Li et al 2003) utilized large numbers of unipolar electrodes placed
on the chest surface to measure the body surface potentials, and from that data the Laplacian
electrocardiogram (LECG) was derived by using a five-point finite difference algorithm (FPM)
or a spline surface Laplacian estimator.

Fattorusso and Tilmant (1949) were the first to use bipolar concentric ring electrodes in
cardiology. He and Cohen (1991, 1992, 1995) developed a bipolar concentric electrode to
directly measure the body surface LECG and demonstrated that the LECG has a better spatial
resolution in resolving and imaging spatially distributed cardiac electrical activation than body
surface potentials.

Lu and Tarjan (1999) developed an active LECG sensor with a tripolar concentric ring
electrode (TCE) where the outer ring and the center disc were electrically shorted. This TCE
with the outer ring and the center disc shorted is referred to here as a quasi-bipolar sensor
(QBS). Besio et al (2001), Besio (2001), Besio and Tarjan (2002a, 2002b) demonstrated
the efficacy of using this QBS for detecting atrial activation patterns by recording from 35
locations on the chest surface. Based on the nine-point method (NPM) (Besio et al 2006),
a new active Laplacian TCE sensor was designed without the outer ring and the center disc
electrically shorted.

For this study we used the new active Laplacian TCE sensor (Besio and Chen 2006) to
acquire signals. The averaged cardiac activation cycle of the LECG on the body surface,
BSLM which shows the Laplacian potential distribution at the time instant of the Lead II ECG
R-wave peak, and Laplacian moment of activation (MOA) isochronal mapping (Besio et al
2001, Besio 2001, Besio and Tarjan 2002a, 2002b) were performed. The BSLM was used
to relate the multiple earlier activation areas of the MOA map with respect to the underlying
cardiac electrical activations.

2. Methods

2.1. Design of an active LECG TCE sensor and signal pre-processing

In the present study the active sensor and signal pre-processing were developed using the TCE
for acquiring body surface LECG. Equation (1) (Besio et al 2006) shows the new algorithm
for approximating the surface tripolar Laplacian with the TCE:

�V ∼= 1

3r2
[16 × (Vmr − Vc) − 1 × (Vor − Vc)] (1)

where Vor, Vmr and Vc denote the average potentials on the TCE elements which include outer,
middle and center electrode elements, respectively (figure 1(A)), and r is the inter-element
distance. To be compatible with the LECG definition (He and Cohen 1995, He and Wu 1999),
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(A) (B)

Figure 1. The new active LECG TCE sensor. (A) Schematic of the electrodes. (B) The circuit side
of the sensor. Two flexible shielded cables were used to connect the signals from the instrumentation
amplifiers to a Grass amplifier system (Grass Telefactor, 15LT, W Warwick, RI, USA).

the negative of the surface Laplacian was used in this study as shown in (2):

Ltripolar = −�V ∼= − 1

3r2
[16 × (Vmr − Vc) − 1 × (Vor − Vc)]

= 1

3r2
[1 × (Vor − Vc) − 16 × (Vmr − Vc)]. (2)

On the new active LECG TCE sensor, two ultra-high input impedance instrumentation
amplifiers (IA) were used for the first stage amplification of signals from the TCE. These
two IAs performed the two differences between each concentric ring and the center disc. The
gains of the first stage amplification were both set to 10. The output signals from these two
IAs were connected to a Grass amplifier system (1–500 Hz, gain 2000; total gain 20 000). For
the tripolar LECG the signals from the Grass amplifier were digitized (described later) and
then pre-processed based on equation (2).

The two IAs are implemented on one side of a printed circuit board (PCB). Figure 1(B)
depicts the circuit side of this new design. On the other side of the sensor board are the TCE
which are gold-plated copper for good electrical conductivity. The dimensions of the TCE are
shown in figure 1(A). The potential differences between each concentric ring and the center
disc are recorded simultaneously to acquire LECG.

To determine whether the tripolar LECG provides better spatial selectivity than the
bipolar LECG (He and Cohen 1992, Besio et al 2006), the tripolar and bipolar LECG were
recorded simultaneously and compared in this study. Equation (3) shows the algorithm for
approximating the bipolar LECG (He and Cohen 1992, Besio et al 2006):

Lbipolar = −�V ∼= − 4

(2r)2
(Vor − Vc) = 1

r2
(Vc − Vor). (3)

In the signal pre-processing the bipolar LECG was obtained as the negative value of the outer
ring to disc potential difference (He and Cohen 1992, Besio et al 2006). Thus the tripolar and
bipolar LECGs were recorded with the same conditions.

2.2. Data acquisition system

Six active LECG TCE sensors and one Lead II ECG sensor, which served as a time reference,
were used to record the cardiac body surface data. Thirteen channels of data, two for each
active LECG TCE sensor and one for the Lead II ECG sensor, were recorded simultaneously
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Figure 2. The electrode side of six active LECG TCE sensors configured in a 3 row by 2 column
matrix and attached to the inside of a wide elastic strap. Three gold-plated electrode elements on
each sensor’s back side make contact with the body surface.

(16 bit, 2 kHz, 30 s, Dataq Instruments DI-720 Series, Akron, OH, USA) to a battery-powered
laptop. The active LECG TCE sensors were also battery-powered.

2.3. LECG acquisition from human subjects

All signal acquisition was performed in accordance with the Louisiana Tech University IRB
approved protocol. Signals were recorded from six healthy male subjects of 20–25 years.
The six active LECG TCE sensors were attached inside a wide elastic strap as shown in
figure 2. The strap was wrapped around the body to hold the electrodes in place. A thin coat
of Ten20 electrode paste (DO Weaver and Co, Aurora, CO, USA) was spread uniformly on
the electrodes.

While recording, the subjects lay in a supine position and were asked to relax and remain
stationary to avoid the influence of fluctuations of the heart position on the body surface ECG
and LECG (Macleod et al 2000). The actual recordings were repeated with the active LECG
TCE sensor array moved to each of the preplanned locations with 1.2 cm horizontal spatial
sampling resolution on the chest. In the recording sensor array, the distance between two
adjacent electrodes’ center discs was 3.6 cm (inter-electrode spacing). The red dots/square
markers in figure 3 show the first six locations recorded. Then the array was translated 1.2 cm
horizontally to the green dots/open circle markers and again to the blue dots/triangle markers
for a total of 18 recording sites. Eighteen more locations (3 row by 6 column) were recorded
by moving the sensor array 4.8 cm horizontally to cover the next recording surface with two
more translations. Then after recording the surface above the nipple line, the sensor array was
moved downward to cover the surface under the nipple line with the same process repeated.
The total 6 row by 12 column matrix body surface cardiac LECG signals were recorded for
each subject from 72 locations as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. The 6 row by 12 column matrix of recording sites over the anterolateral chest, a frontal
view. Each dot/marker represents a recording site. Horizontal and vertical distances between
the two recording sites are 1.2 and 3.6 cm respectively. The nipple line and sternal midline are
references for the recording sites and are represented with dashed lines. The intersection of these
two lines was the origin. Right and left from the reader’s perspective are used to designate two
sides of the sternal midline.

2.4. LECG post-processing

The right hip was used as the recording reference for each subject. The LECG data were
baseline-adjusted for drift before it was Weiner filtered (He and Wu 1999, He 1998). In post-
processing, each LECG signal was windowed and synchronized relative to the simultaneously
recorded Lead II ECG R-wave peak after performing QRS detection (Besio and Kota 2004).
A 1600-point window digital Weiner filter was applied to cover one 800 ms cardiac cycle.
Then the Weiner filtered LECG were ensemble averaged, based on the 800 ms window.

2.5. LECG MOA algorithm

The MOA is defined as ‘the instant the dipole that represents the depolarization wavefront
crosses the vector normal to the active sensor’s surface’ (Besio et al 2001). There is a delay for
the depolarization wavefront to propagate over the body surface. The MOA is determined by
calculating the time when the dipoles’ activation wavefront may be directly below the sensor.
An array of active LECG TCE sensors provides spatial information about the propagation
delays on the body surface. Cross-correlation for pattern matching between the LECG and
Lead II ECG was used to find the best fit. The time offset between these two similar waves was
designated as the MOA with the units in (ms). A new algorithm for detecting MOA (Besio
and Kota 2004) was automated and achieved greater than 99% efficiency on simulated signals
with noise. The MOA could be zero, which means the LECG wave happens at the same time
as the Lead II ECG R-wave peak. A positive MOA means the LECG wave happens later than
the Lead II ECG R-wave peak, and a negative value means the LECG wave happens earlier
than the Lead II ECG R-wave peak.

2.6. Comparison of spatial selectivity

To compare the spatial selectivity, we used the SSy. The SSy is calculated as the average of the
ratios of the peak-to-peak values of the LECG at one recording site among its four neighboring
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Figure 4. Illustration of the calculation of the SSy.

recording sites (twelve o’clock, three o’clock, six o’clock and nine o’clock around the non-
marginal recording site). For consistency between subjects we calculated the SSy on an area
where the magnitude of the central signal was greater than its four immediate neighbors. For
example SSy(x0, y0) was calculated as follows:

SSy(x0, y0) =
(

P(x0, y0)

P (x−1, y0)
+

P(x0, y0)

P (x+1, y0)
+

P(x0, y0)

P (x0, y−1)
+

P(x0, y0)

P (x0, y+1)

) /
4 (4)

where x0 and y0 are the LECG coordinates in x and y directions, respectively, shown in figure 3.
P(x0, y0), P (x−1, y0), P (x+1, y0), P (x0, y−1) and P(x0, y+1) denote the peak-to-peak values
of LECG at location (x0, y0) and its four adjacent LECG, respectively (figure 4). When
calculating the SSy at (x0, y0) using equation (4), a large SSy means that there is a stronger
signal at (x0, y0) compared to its neighboring signals. Higher SSy may improve the ability of
differentiating the central signal from its neighboring signals, increasing the spatial selectivity.

3. Results

3.1. Tripolar LECG waves

We were able to record signals from healthy males with the new active LECG TCE sensors.
In figure 5, panels A, B and C show three examples of processed tripolar LECG acquired at
different recording locations from a subject (no 4), which were the typical waveforms in all
six subjects. Panel D is the relative Lead II ECG. The LECG in panel A is a monophasic
negative wave. Similarly the LECG in panel B is a monophasic positive wave. The LECG in
panel C is a biphasic (doublet) wave that has a strong positive/negative pulse followed by a
strong negative/positive pulse.

In figure 5, the durations of the QRS waves are indicated between two dashed lines in
each panel. For consistency, the first zero crossing before and after the peak determined the
start and end of each QRS wave. It can be seen that the duration of the LECG QRS waves
was shorter than that of the Lead II ECG. For all six subjects, the ranges of the duration of
the LECG QRS waves were: monophasic negative 24–43 ms (35 ± 6.90 ms), monophasic
positive 22–46 ms (36.17 ± 8.26 ms) and biphasic 47–65 ms (57 ± 6.48 ms). For the Lead II
ECG QRS waves the range of duration was between 97 ms and 117 ms (108.67 ± 6.83 ms).
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Figure 5. Tripolar LECG: panel A (monophasic negative), panel B (monophasic positive) and
panel C (biphasic/doublet); panel D is the relative Lead II ECG recorded simultaneously. The
abscissa designates the time in 100 ms increments. The ordinate designates the magnitude of the
waveform with the units in (mV cm−2) for LECG and (mV) for Lead II ECG. T-waves are marked
in the figure.

Panels A, B and C reflect that the T-wave which represents ventricular repolarization can be
seen clearly with different polarities in the LECG.

In figure 5 the MOA are also shown for the LECG in panels A, B and C. As a reference
for calculating MOA, the R-wave peak of Lead II ECG was set to the position corresponding
to 400 ms. Then the MOA was designated as the time difference between the position of the
highest correlated LECG wave and 400 ms. In figure 5, the MOA was 4.5 ms, 5.0 ms and
−9.0 ms for LECG in panels A, B and C, respectively.

3.2. Comparison of the tripolar and bipolar LECG

Both tripolar and bipolar LECG were recorded simultaneously. Figure 6 shows one averaged
cardiac activation cycle of the LECG recorded from the anterolateral chest surface of the same
subject’s (no 4) signals. Panels A and B represent tripolar and bipolar LECG respectively. The
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A

B

Figure 6. One averaged cardiac activation cycle of LECG in a 6 row by 12 column topology
recorded from the anterolateral chest of subject no 4. Panels A and B represent tripolar and bipolar
LECG, respectively. The abscissa and ordinate designate the recording location over the chest
measured in (cm). The two dashed lines correspond to the nipple line and sternal midline.

LECG waveforms are shown in a 6 row by 12 column topology with respect to the recording
sites of figure 3.

The LECG presented in panels A, B and C of figure 5 are represented in figure 6 at locations
(3, 1.8), (11.4, −1.8) and (7.8, −1.8), respectively. Note that the LECG obtained from the
tripolar (figure 6, panel A) and the bipolar (figure 6, panel B) electrodes exhibited similar
morphology, polarity and magnitude sequence over the whole area of the chest. Observing
figure 6, strong negative waves (area ‘a’) were shown in both tripolar and bipolar presentations,
mainly around the center right side of the sternal midline, namely the subject’s left 3rd and
4th rib area. Strong positive waves (area ‘b’) were discovered in the lower right area, which
is actually the subject’s left lateral false rib area.

Table 1 presents the SSy of the tripolar and bipolar LECG compared over the central
signal in area ‘a’ in all six subjects. Due to anatomic variations, for each subject the area ‘a’
which showed strong negative waves over the central chest was located at slightly different
positions. Therefore table 1 does not show the SSy at the same location in all six subjects. For
example, for subject no 4 (figure 6), SSy(1.8, −1.8) of the tripolar and bipolar LECG were
shown in table 1. However, SSy(1.8, 1.8) was described for subject no 3 since that location is
where the strong negative signals were seen. A one-tail paired two-sample t-test showed the
SSy for the tripolar to be significantly better than for the bipolar LECG (p = 0.0011).
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Table 1. SSy of the tripolar and bipolar LECG over the area ‘a’ in all six subjects.

Subject no SSy(x0, y0) Tripolar Bipolar

1 SSy(3, 1.8) 1.955 0.963
2 SSy(1.8, 1.8) 2.238 1.153
3 SSy(1.8, 1.8) 3.805 3.318
4 SSy(1.8, −1.8) 3.635 2.371
5 SSy(1.8, 1.8) 2.497 0.651
6 SSy(3, 1.8) 4.334 2.420

Consistent LECG morphology was discovered in all subjects with a few variations in
location and magnitude of the waveforms. For example, area ‘a’ and area ‘b’ were both
present in all six subjects. For subject no 4, area ‘a’ was located just below the nipple line.
However, for subject no 3, area ‘a’ moved vertically one row upward, which was just above
the nipple line. For area ‘b’, the signals in the 4th row of subject no 1 were much larger than
the signals in the 5th row. In figure 6, the same two rows had nearly the same peak-to-peak
values. This alteration could result from the effects of the variations in the heart position and
conductivities in each subject (Macleod et al 2000).

3.3. BSLM

Tripolar BSLM was performed for each subject at the time instant of the Lead II ECG R-wave
peak. Multiple localized positive and negative activities are revealed for all six subjects.
Figure 7 shows the tripolar BSLM from subject no 4. The physical unit of the color bar/scale
in the BSLM is in (mV cm−2). In this map, there are three positive activities denoted by P1,
P2 and P3 and two negative activities denoted by N1 and N2.

The pattern characteristics of the BSLM at the instant of the R-wave peak are consistent
among all subjects with certain variations in the number of the activities and their locations.
The positive activities all occurred in the left inferior chest area and the negative activities
appeared over the right anterior central chest. N1 and N2 were present in all six subjects over
the central or left central chest with slightly different locations. P3 was seen at nearly the same
location in all subjects over the left lateral inferior chest but encompassed slightly different
areas. P1 and P2 were both observed in three subjects (nos 2, 4 and 5) with minor location
differences. For some subjects whose tripolar BSLM did not exhibit simultaneous P1 and P2
activities, at least one of the activities still occurred, that is, either P1 (subject no 1) or P2
(subjects nos 3 and 6). For subjects no 3 and 6, there is a third negative area shown around
the left inferior chest.

3.4. MOA isochronal mapping

The MOA were used to produce isochronal maps of the tripolar LECG on the body surface.
The isochrones represent timing of cardiac electrical activation as it reaches the body surface
below the active LECG TCE sensors. Figure 8 shows the MOA isochronal map from subject
no 4. The propagation time sequence of the cardiac activation as seen on the chest surface with
respect to the Lead II ECG R-wave peak is shown using isochrones with the MOA denoted in
units of (ms). The range of the MOA was restricted to −40 to 40 ms with isochrones of 5 ms
increments shown by bold black lines.

Note that the isochrones of the MOA map, figure 8, had diverse geometric patterns.
Regions of sparse (e.g. area with center located at (2, −2)) and crowded (e.g. area with center
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Figure 7. Tripolar BSLM from subject no 4. P1, P2 and P3 denote three positive activities. N1 and
N2 denote two negative activities. The abscissa and ordinate (x, y) in (cm) designate the position of
the BSLM over the chest. The two dashed lines correspond to the nipple line and sternal midline.

located at (0, 6)) isochrones, indicating spatial nonuniformities of cardiac activation spread,
were discovered on the MOA map. The range of MOA in figure 8 is −14.5 ms to 25.5 ms.
Multiple localized earlier activation areas were observed. The areas with centers located at
(2, −2) and (10, −6) had early MOA isochrones of −10 ms. Other earlier activation time
sequences with centers located at (−1.8, 3), (6, −2), (8, −2) and (7, −8) had early MOA
isochrones of −5 ms. Positive time sequences showing later activation are viewed over a
broad area which is mainly on the top and right side of the map.

For all six subjects the range of MOA is −25 to 31 ms. As the cardiac activation projects
to the chest, the earlier activation area over the central or left central chest (e.g. located at (2,
−2) in figure 8) is viewed in all six subjects with slightly different locations and occurrence
times. The deviation for this earlier area is within a range of 2.5–3.6 cm in X or Y. The variation
in the early occurrence time is within 10 ms. For the two earlier activation areas over the left
chest (e.g. located at (6, −2) and (8, −2) in figure 8), they were observed simultaneously from
two subjects (nos 4 and 6) with slight variation in locations. However for subjects no 1, 2
and 3 only one such earlier area appeared around the left chest. For subject no 5, there is no
such earlier area shown. Four subjects (except nos 2 and 6) showed an earlier activation area
over the left lateral inferior chest (e.g. located at (10, −6) in figure 8) with minor variation in
locations. For the other earlier activation areas among subjects, such as the ones located at
(−1.8, 3) in figure 8, there were very large variations which we cannot explain in this study.
On the right side of the MOA maps, all six subjects show similar positive timing patterns,
delayed activation after the R-wave peak.
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Figure 8. MOA isochronal map showing the timing of the cardiac electrical activation as seen
on the chest surface relative to the Lead II ECG R-wave peak for subject no 4. The abscissa and
ordinate (x, y) in (cm) designate the position of the MOA map over the chest. The two dashed lines
correspond to the nipple line and sternal midline. The redder color/darker shade designates earlier
activation with respect to the Lead II ECG R-wave and the bluer color/lighter shade designates the
later activation.

4. Discussion

Previous studies (He and Cohen 1991, 1992, 1995, He and Wu 1999, Umetani et al 1998, Wu
et al 1998, 1999, He 1998, Ono et al 1997, Lian et al 2002a, 2002b, Li et al 2002, 2003,
He et al 2002, Besio and Tarjan 2002a, 2002b, Besio et al 2001, Besio 2001, Lu and Tarjan
1999) applied unipolar, bipolar and quasi-bipolar electrodes to record and estimate the LECG.
For unipolar electrodes the FPM and spline surface Laplacian estimators were used to derive
the LECG from the potential ECG. As a result, it may be sensitive to measurement noise.
For the FPM Laplacian estimation, the five discs were shown to be directionally dependent
(Geselowitz and Ferrara 1999). Lian et al (2001) reported that the directional dependence
reported may not be valid. Our new active LECG TCE sensor has a circular symmetrical
design, which overcomes the stated directionality problem. Further with the new active LECG
TCE sensor, the LECG can be obtained directly from the body surface. This positive aspect
could be beneficial when CT and MRI are not available to obtain the body surface geometric
parameters that are necessary for the spline LECG estimation (He et al 2002, Lian et al 2002b,
Li et al 2003).

Since the skin surface generally conforms to the planar surface of the sensor (Lian et al
2001), we can appropriately perform an estimate of the local Laplacian. The dimensions
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of the electrode elements on the new active LECG TCE sensor were chosen based on the
following three reasons: (a) previous research (Besio et al 2001, Besio 2001) used the same
electrode element dimensions; (b) the distance between the heart wall and the sensor, which is
roughly 3–5 cm, was shown to be the optimal diameter for the outer ring of the concentric ring
electrode sensor (Kaufer 1992); (c) the smaller the spacing between the elements, the closer
approximation of the ‘true’ Laplacian, but the weaker the signal. The dimensions chosen
assure sufficient amplitude for a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

This paper reports on the experimental investigation of a new active LECG TCE sensor
used on a group of six healthy human male subjects. Since the recordings were conducted
at 1.2 cm and 3.6 cm intervals in horizontal and vertical directions respectively, the LECG
we acquired had higher spatial resolution compared with the other previous LECG recordings
(Besio et al 2001), 72 versus 35 locations over the same chest area. Another positive attribute
is that the inter-element spacing on the new sensor is less than 1.0 cm (figure 1(A)), providing
even greater spatial resolution. In this pilot study, the vertical spatial resolution was less than
the horizontal resolution. However, in the BSLM and MOA algorithm, vertical and horizontal
directions were interpolated to have the same spatial resolution.

In figure 5, the duration of the LECG QRS waves is shorter than that of the Lead II ECG
which is consistent with the previous simulation results (He and Cohen 1992) that the LECG
has a sharper and narrower shape compared to the ECG. This is why the LECG has a higher
spatial resolution than the potential ECG.

Note that the tripolar and bipolar LECG recorded simultaneously using these active LECG
TCE sensors show similar activation patterns (figure 6, panels A and B). From both panels
in figure 6, we can see the LECG’s polarity changes while the cardiac electrical activation
is spreading over the whole chest. If the wavefronts are represented by moving dipoles, the
dipoles move forward and gyrate as well. The conventional V-leads capture this activity. As
the depolarization moves from the right to the left ventricle and downward in the septum and
upward in the free wall, the signals go from monophasic negative to monophasic positive
and somewhere between the two metamorphose as shown by the biphasic template. The
swings may be interpreted as the wavefront moving toward the active LECG TCE sensor
exhibiting one direction of polarization, while the departure of the wavefront displays the
opposite polarization.

In figure 6 the LECG showed strong signals at a few electrodes around area ‘a’, whereas
most other electrodes far away from area ‘a’ showed relatively weak signals. Area ‘b’ also
showed strong signals. The signal strength on the body surface depends on many factors
including source strength, source orientation and volume conduction properties. For example,
the cardiac signals are attenuated due to the low conductivity of the lungs. From the figures,
it appears that area ‘a’ overlaps with the heart base, whereas area ‘b’ may be near the heart
apex.

The SSy, which was calculated at the center of area ‘a’, was used in this study to directly
compare the local sensitivity between the tripolar and bipolar LECG. The SSy for the tripolar
LECG in all six subjects is greater than for the bipolar LECG (table 1). This increased SSy may
result in tripolar LECG more accurately locating the cardiac activation origins over bipolar
LECG. We must clarify that we have not performed invasive experiments to verify where
the source is located under our electrode array, but have reported on similar characteristics
previously (Besio et al 2006).

MOA denotes the activation time on the body surface of the LECG at each recording site
and can be used to make isochronal maps. As mentioned previously, the zero-crossing of the
LECG (Lu and Tarjan 1999, Kaufer 1992) has been used as a time reference as long as the
trajectory of the depolarization wavefront is simple. In such a case zero-crossing occurs when
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the vector passes the axis of the sensor (Kaufer 1992). This appears to be an inappropriate
model in the present study for at least two reasons: (i) the LECG are not always biphasic
waveform (doublet) and (ii) the dipoles move along complicated paths. A new approach with
high noise immunity was found when the Lead II ECG was used as a reference and correlated
with the LECG (Besio et al 2001, Besio 2001, Besio and Kota 2004). The correlation results
in leading or lagging times as MOA of the LECG.

Comparing our tripolar BSLM with the previous studies of the FPM and spline BSLM
(Wu et al 1999 , Li et al 2003), the detailed spatial patterns are similar (e.g., N1 in the tripolar
BSLM corresponds to N2 reported by Li et al; N2 in the tripolar BSLM corresponds to N3
reported by Li et al; P1, P2 and P3 in the tripolar BSLM correspond to P2 activity and its
subcomponents reported by Wu et al). In the MOA isochronal map, we can see multiple earlier
activation areas. For subject no 4, in figure 8 the earlier activation area which is located at
(2,−2) (also area ‘a’ in figure 6) coincides with the negative activity N1 in figure 7. This earlier
activation area may reflect the earliest epicardial breakthrough of the right ventricle during
ventricular depolarization (Wyndham et al 1979, Li et al 2003). N2 activity appeared at almost
the same location as the earlier activation area located at (6, −2). According to Wyndham
et al (1979), this earlier activation area may be related to the subsequent breakthrough occurring
in the left ventricular site anteriorly adjacent to the mid-portion of the septum. P2 activity may
be related to the earlier activation area located at (7, −8) with larger variance in location. This
earlier activation area may reflect the initial depolarization of the left ventricle (Li et al 2003).
The earlier activation area center at (10, −6) appears to correspond to P3 activity. It may
also reflect the initial depolarization of the left ventricle (Li et al 2003). P1 activity cannot be
related to any earlier activation area in figure 8.

For the other earlier activation areas located at (8, −2) and (−1.8, 3) in figure 8, we
cannot find the corresponding positive or negative activities in figure 7. This may result from
the following two reasons. First, the MOA isochronal map may provide more spatiotemporal
details than the BSLM. For example, the earlier activation area at (8, −2) in figure 8 may
be related to another epicardial breakthrough occurring in the left ventricle. Second, the
propagation of the wavefront (or dipole) is very complex. It is affected by the anatomical
location or orientation of the heart. And the movement of our sensors on the body surface
relative to the heart due to respiration may also cause some distortions of the time sequence.
This may also explain why P1 activity cannot be related to any earlier activation area in
figure 8.

There were slight variations in the number of the activities, activation times and locations
in the tripolar BSLM and MOA maps among subjects. This may be due to differences in
body conductivity and variation in heart orientation/position within the chest caused by the
body position (Macleod et al 2000). However within each subject, the patterns of the multiple
activations in the tripolar BSLM and MOA map can be related such that the MOA map can be
interpreted with respect to the underlying cardiac electrical activations. For example, for every
subject N1 activity can always be related to the corresponding earlier activation area over the
central or left central chest of the MOA map. P3 activity can be related to the earlier activation
area over the left lateral inferior chest for four subjects (except nos 2 and 6). N2 activity can
be related to the earlier activation area around the left chest for four subjects (except nos 1 and
5) with minor location differences.

In some cases, the automated procedure for calculating MOA (Besio and Kota 2004)
chose an incorrect value. The Lead II ECG QRS wave is about 100 ms in healthy subjects.
Some recording sites lead the R-wave peak and some lag behind. In this study the normal
range of the MOA was chosen between −40 ms and 40 ms. If the MOA exceeded this range,
it was considered incorrect. In these situations, when making MOA isochronal maps, the
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incorrect MOA was discarded manually and its neighbor’s MOA were used to interpolate the
new MOA for this recording site. In this study, there were on average three incorrect MOA
values corrected out of 72 for each subject. The incorrect MOA were in the range of −82 to
112 ms in all six subjects. For example, for subject no 4, the three incorrect MOA values were
87 ms, 104 ms and −79 ms.

In this pilot study, the MOA was derived from the LECG which was recorded on the
body surface. Therefore MOA isochronal mapping only provides an approximation of the
underlying cardiac activation. We explained the MOA isochronal map with respect to
the underlying cardiac electrical events by comparing and relating to the BSLM and previous
studies (Wyndham et al 1979, Li et al 2003). The explanation has not been verified with
invasive measurements or other localizing modalities. Since only six subjects have been
recorded, no statistical conclusion on the MOA time sequence patterns is available and it is
difficult to draw any definitive conclusions on the merits of the TCE-based MOA mapping.

5. Summary

The present study is a pilot study investigating the spatiotemporal patterns of the tripolar BSLM
and Laplacian MOA isochronal maps from healthy male subjects using the newly designed
active LECG TCE sensor. The long-term goal is to provide a practical non-invasive tool for
clinicians diagnosing arrhythmias and assessing the efficacy of therapy. We demonstrated that
the active LECG TCE sensor provides enhanced spatial information than the bipolar concentric
ring electrode which other authors have shown provides increased spatial frequencies over
conventional disc electrodes (He and Cohen 1992). The tripolar BSLM showed similar
attributes as the spline BSLM (Li et al 2003) but without constructing the surface geometry
function. By comparing with the BSLM, the Laplacian MOA isochronal maps may be related
to the underlying cardiac activations. The results presented for the six healthy subjects
studied are promising considering biological variability. Further work is necessary for clinical
validation.
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